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CRAIG TUFFIN: YAHNA
GANGA

and lies a short drive southeast of
Australia's Gold Coast.
It's also home to Craig Tuffin,
BUNDJALUNG LANGUAGE
Yahna: to sit or sit down, Ganga: who after traveling and working as
to hear; to think; to understand a photojournalist for several years
in Southeast Asia returned to teach
Kingscliff, a town of less than
10,000 in New South Wales on the photography and the sciences.
east coastline of Australia is a surf Teaching is his day job, but he also
has his own work.
capitol of the Land Down Under,
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The Hero
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Most of Tuffin's work outside
the classroom is freelance. For five
years off and on he traveled
through Thailand, Cambodia and
Viet Nam. Much of his work then
was doing portfolios, making portraits of the children in orphanages.
It was a natural progression for
Tuffin from the surfing world to
photojournalism. He first partnered
with an editorial friend doing work
with Disaster Relief organizations
in Southeast Asia, then decided to
do more work with orphanages.
He saw the need, so he volunteered
time with the orphanages and his
work went from there.

him when he spoke for the first
time. It was as a big moment in his
young life as it was a shock to the
volunteer.
When Tuffin shot the piece,
Suchart was wearing a Hoodie and
walking along a road bathed in rim
lighting from the sun beyond him.
Suchart
The scene was descriptive of
©Craig Tuffin
Suchart's life journey. With the sun
resources, so the portraits would
at his back, life was looking better
go into a portfolio with the child's and Suchart was on his next step
story. The story and photo would
of life.
be used to solicit sponsorship
About nine years ago Tuffin had
funds from anywhere in the world.
an accident. He was skateboarding
His work in the world of surfing
down a steep slope. Wearing no
and later in the orphanages was all
on film. Though he did take photography in high school, Tuffin is
largely self taught and it wasn't until
Tuffin started teaching in the
sciences and in human movements
(translation: sports activities
requiring strength and agility, such
as skateboarding,) he began a transition to his own work.
Yahna Ganga (20x24)
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Commissioned work for surf
magazines, football or rugby teams helmet and too old to be skateusually involved portraits of adults. boarding, he completed one run
Bella - 14 years 11 months
©Craig Tuffin
Of his own work in Southeast Asia downhill without incident. He was
Thousands of children in Thaithere are few portraits and most of on his second when he "came unland, Cambodia, Vietnam and Sri those are of adults. His most recog- stuck" and off his board. The reLanka crowd the orphanages. The nized, however, is of a young boy, sult was a skull fractured in three
places; down the back of the skull
need for his skills was acute.
Suchart.
and both eye sockets. He was not
Tuffin made portraits of the chilSuchart was an Akha boy born
expected to live through the night,
dren not just for adoption, which
with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
but he did.
was not a major part of his efforts, (FAS.) His mother gave him up
but rather for sponsorship for the
for adoption and abandoned him to
children. The orphanages are in
an orphanage. Suchart was an
poor countries with few financial elected mute, meaning by choice
he had not spoken since birth.
Editor’s Note:
Volunteers would come to work
This is an interactive newsletter. in the orphanage for up to two
To view larger versions of phoyears. They would work with
tographs, please click on the
Suchart, but he had never spoken.
thumbnail and a larger image
One day Suchart was sitting on the
will automatically load.
kneed of a young Canadian
One Wish
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woman who was working with

Now it was clear Tuffin would
survive, but he was losing his eyesight, which wasn't good for a
photographer. Tuffin's neurosurgeon said the fractures in the eye
sockets were severing the muscles
to the back of his eyes. Tuffin was
told to prepare himself for significant loss of vision, i.e., near or total blindness.
Faced with a massive life altering experience, Tuffin lay abed
Nic
thinking about his career. What did
©Craig Tuffin
he have to show for it as a legacy?
This kind of introspection isn't un- was supposed to be a "perfect
process" in an imperfect way.
Tuffin was still in touch with
organizations working with "imperfect" children of prostitutes;
children with FAS and other problems of birth and environment. He
realized "imperfection" was all
about visual perception, or how
we make judgments immediately
when we meet people without
even having to exchange dialogue.
Right or wrong, we make assumptions.
With plenty of time on his hands,
Tuffin wondered, "What if I use an
Her State of Undress
imperfect process with what many
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perceive as imperfect people and
usual for someone going through
marry them together to give power
such a traumatic event.
There's nothing quite like think- to their character rather than their
condition? Will people be able to
ing you are going blind to clear
your thoughts. Tuffin was thinking identify their problem, or their
he had not contributed anything at perceived problem?"
all. Was he doing everything he
could? If not, what should he consider for an altered future?
On Day 3 or 4 he had an
epiphany. Tuffin knew Sally Mann
was working with Wet Plate Collodion, and was getting “broken”
images with artifacts. Tuffin
thought about the process, and
about how Mann was using what

Burleigh Heads (20x24)
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"The moment I had that
epiphany, it seemed almost miraculous, my eyesight cleared up and
I checked out of the hospital the
next day."
His neurosurgeon told Tuffin, "I
don't have any answers, Craig,
this happens all the time." So Tuffin decided to teach himself Wet
Plate. For over a year he read
many manuals, old and new-ish.
and had advice from new friends
in the United States, but essentially learned Wet Plate by himself.
He says it wasn't a difficult task.

The Boxer
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The more difficult chore was
sourcing the materials. Wet Plate
Collodion isn't a widely practiced
field of photography, and Tuffin
was nearly half a world away
south of the Equator; 9,000 miles
from England to the west and 6000
miles from California to the east.
His project became “imperfect
people in an imperfect process.”
He gave it the title, As Faulty as
We Are. Tuffin was trying to say,
"Look internally and see we are
ALL faulty in some way or another,” and if we make these quick
assumptions about people by what
we pick up visually we are ignor-

aboriginal people felt when having
their photographs taken by the
very first European photographers
in the early days of Australia’s
settlement." He was revisiting that
experience using the same processes to make non-reproducible
image objects: tintypes, daguerreotypes, and ambrotypes.
The unique quality of these old
processes is analogous to the first
Australians, who were unique to
any other culture in the world.
“My Mother Says” (20x24)
One work from Yahna Gangha,
©Craig Tuffin
Rob
now in the National Gallery, is en©Craig Tuffin
Tuffin was trying to revisit that
titled “Mibin-Gugin-gali,” a boy's type of photography, but with a
ing the same issues in our own
lives. This was Tuffin's attempt to
keen anthropologic sensitivity of
draw the viewer to look inward as
how the Aboriginal people might
well as outward.
feel about participating in a project
From another Tuffin project,
of this type.
Yahna Gangha, a study of AusDuring the Australian summer of
tralian Aboriginal people, the Na2013 Tuffin was assisting Master
tional Gallery of Australia bought
Daguerreotype photographer and
two of his works. Of the AborigiFormulary instructor, Jerry Spagnal people in that project, Tuffin
noli at one of Ellie Young's Aussays Yahna Gangha means to sit
tralian Gold Street Studios workdown and to listen. His project,
shops.
then, was about sitting down and
He and Spagnoli met during an
trying to understand the Aborigiearlier workshop at Gold Street
nal people.
Studios. This time Tuffin and
Mibin-Gugin-gali-(Eagle-from-the-North)
Australia has had more than 200
Spagnoli were both running work©Craig Tuffin
years of Europeans. In Yahna
shops and Masters classes at ElGangha Tuffin was drawing paral- name, meaning Eagle from the
lie's facility outside Melbourne.
lels with the photographic process North.
Tuffin also assisted Spagnoli in his
With Mibin-Gugin-gali in face
first used to represent these inDaguerreotype workshop.
digenous Aboriginal people. Tuffin paint and standing in front of a
During the course of their workpainted backdrop, the goal was to
says, "We have no idea what the
shops Tuffin asked if he could
continue the dialogue from an earmake 20x24 inch ambrotype of
ly photographer named James
Lindt. During the 1880's Lindt did
an in-depth photographic portfolio
in a place called Grafton using
painted backdrops behind his subjects. Like the North American
Indian subjects of Edward S. Curtis, Lindt’s were costumed in native dress.
Roy
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A Cast of Characters
©Craig Tuffin

and made his exposure as Jerry
stood still as a stone.
As soon he finished the exposure
Tuffin took the plate inside and
developed it. Jerry stood by
watching.
Once developed Tuffin took the
plate out into the warm sun to dry.
He noticed Jerry kept going outInserting the Plate
side to check on the plate. He
©Craig Tuffin
wouldn't leave it alone. Tuffin
Spagnoli. Jerry agreed and decided
asked, "What's going on?" Jerry
on a shot of himself standing in
said, "I want that plate!"
the middle of the road. For the
Tuffin said, "You can have it. It's
shot Jerry was wearing his signature black jacket and boots.
After a collaboration Tuffin and
Spagnoli decided to take it with
the sun in front of the camera to
get rim lighting and skin tones.
Tuffin says even with single coated lenses it works out well if you
do it correctly.
Jerry and he were both in the
middle of the road. Tuffin was 10
feet up on a ladder. They were
avoiding the little traffic there was
as Jerry struck a very Jerry pose.
On the sidelines around them
stood a cast of characters of well
Jerry Inspects the Plate
known Australian photographers
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interested in seeing what would
yours! I'm going to varnish it for
come of the event.
you, but you can have it." Jerry
Tuffin brought the sensitized
said, "Okay, I'll give you one of
plate out to the camera, withdrew mine."
the dark slide, took off the lens cap So Tuffin has a Jerry Spagnoli
whole plate daguerreotype in his
Kingscliff home and Jerry has the
20x24 of himself standing in the
Australian sun hanging in his
home in New York.
To see a demonstration of the
pouring of Collodion on a half
plate of aluminum, click here. . ..
To see a demonstration of the
taking of a Wet Plate tintype, click
Jerry and Craig Hold the 20x24 Plate
here. . ..
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The Van as a Camera
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The largest plate Tuffin has used
to date is 24x36 inches; only because it is the largest silver bath
Tuffin has made so far. He could
go larger, but the silver bath holds
about $1500 of silver nitrate so
there's a risk with that amount of
material. Because contamination
of the silver bath is always a concern, to lose that much money
would hit anyone's pocketbook.
Tuffin says, however, if he can
find a benefactor to pay for his
materials he would be more than
happy to do even larger work. As a
practical matter he doesn't make
many that big.
Several years ago Tuffin did a
demo at Gold Street Studios using
his van as the camera. The van as
a camera is a great teaching tool
because Tuffin can tell students
how a camera works, then suggest
they go inside the camera and
watch it work.
But not long after Tuffin was
doing a demo shooting mammoth
plates when he realized he was

The Mobile Darkroom
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Wet Plate remains his favorite
also moving forward into an improcess, however, because he has portant part of the multicultural
the most experience with it.
nation Australia has become.
Though he also shoots DaguerreoThe four images were shot indetypes, his level of expertise still
pendently from one another. Tuffin
requires some fine tuning before
had to get the model to return to
he is as comfortable working with exactly the same position each
Daguerreotype as with Wet Plate. time. He marked it on the ground
When asked about a favorite im- glass, but says no matter how
age
he said a choice is difficult
much you mark the ground glass,
Googinar-Judda-Ngulligarnje(We-are-from-here)
because every image says someit doesn't take much to throw out
©Craig Tuffin
thing different. He did point to an the alignment.
being identified as "the man with
image, however, which he says
Tuffin created a special insert to
the van." He saw a danger in behas
had
the
greatest
impact,
a
shoot the 7x14 inch image on his
ing seen or known for one particuQuadryptic
of
an
Aboriginal
man
much larger camera. Then he had
lar thing. Focusing on a giant
wearing
both
both
traditional
dress
the model dress in traditional coscamera in a van can cause people
tume for the first plate, the head
to miss the other more important
shot. This took an hour or more
work you might be doing.
making sure the sequencing would
Since then Tuffin has been
work out. After mathematically
shooting in formats according to
working out the sequence, the
what the image is saying. He
spacing and placement from top to
shoots small plates as well as large
bottom, Tuffin exposed the first
ones, but always according to the
plate. Then the model changed to a
subject or composition. He
business suit for the next plate, to
changes the medium according to
make sure the alignment was
what he is shooting as well as the
working.
size.
People think he shot four of each
Tuffin says while Wet plate is idepose, but he did not. He shot one
al for certain types of photography,
of each: the headshot in Traditionhe'll also shoot a negative and Salt
al wear, then chest height in a Suit;
Print, or a Daguerreotype, always
and the lower torso in Traditional.
Ngaio-Mala-(This-is-Me)
in a format and process according
©Craig Tuffin
By then it was the end of Day
to what the image asks from him.
One.
and a modern day business suit.
He had one plate to go so the
His model was a tall man. Tuffin
model came back the following
bought special materials for that
shoot because when wearing a suit day. Tuffin decided to change the
direction he was putting the plates
the arms hang differently than in
into the bath of Silver Nitrate benative dress.
cause of artifacts that began showThe Quadryptic was an experiing up.
mental piece. It tells a story of the
Aboriginal
people in
Australia
embracing
their heritage, but
Darryl
Ngandowal-Jugun
©Craig Tuffin
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Tuffin wants to produce perfect
plates, just as they did in the 19th
century. The model's hands became important and he didn't want
artifacts to show up he was not
expecting. Because the bath was
contaminated, he was concerned.
His studio stand does not go
down to floor level so Tuffin had
the model stand on a wooden box
to get him up high enough to eliminate any parallax in the bottom
plate.
In the end, the hands are in perfect focus and the plate has no disturbing artifacts. The Quadryptic
was the first work the National
Gallery snapped up from the Yahna Gangha project.
Elliot and the Lucky Elephant is
Tuffin's second image choice. Elliot is a little boy who cannot not
be still. He is an Autistic child
who sometimes has trouble toileting himself. He's verbal, but sometimes takes flight around the room
and often runs up on his toes; he's
always on the move and finds it
impossible to be still for more than
a few moments."
Elliot is part of Tuffin's As
Faulty as We Are series. Tuffin’s
goal was to photograph Elliot in
such a way that the viewer cannot
see from a still image there is any-

Gulganyi-(Tracks)
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thing "different" or faulty about
Elliot's condition.
As he prepared to make a Wet
Plate image of Elliot, Tuffin was
using ambient light, or compact
fluorescent lights (CFL) for portrait work. These require longer
exposures.

on" and expect to get the image
you can get with modifiers.
Now back in his studio with Elliot and his mom, Tuffin had no
idea how Elliot was going to respond to the 11,000 joules of light
going off. That's a LOT of light by
the way!
Elliot’s parents were prepared
for it. Elliot had an iPad in his lap.
Using Siri, Elliot would talk to the
iPad and it would talk back. Elliot
was in a chair with his head back
against the head rest.
Tuffin told Elliot's mom "Make
sure his head is touching the headrest," then went to sensitize the
plate. He came back with the plate
in its holder and told Mom, "Here
we go!"
Tuffin had prefocused the camInside the Portable Darkroom
era. He told Mom, "Just let him
©Craig Tuffin
play around the room.” Mom sat
Tuffin had two opportunities to
near the lens talking into the iPad
photograph Elliot. The first time
and it was talking back. Elliot was
around he had Elliot out in the full being entertained.
sun where he was getting a half
The moment Elliot's head was
second exposure, but that was too against the headrest (and the imlong. Elliot could not be still for
age was in focus) was the moment
even that brief interval.
Tuffin had to "decap" the lens and
In 2008-09 Tuffin began to
hit the remote to fire the flash.
investigate using high output
Elliot and his mom were talking
flash to shorten the exposure for
and playing for a while when
Wet Plate He had not done this
Mom yelled, "Yep!" Tuffin pulled
successfully in the past. With further off the lens cap, fired the flash,
testing he got flash to work with
Wet Plate, but he didn't know what
Elliot's response would be to the
flash. It was, “Get it the first time
because knows how Elliot will react?”
Using high output flash gave
Tuffin the ability to use "modifiers" such as soft boxes. Tuffin
wanted to "shape light" just as you
would with film because he says
it's not enough to use flash "full
Jesse
©Craig Tuffin

and the room lit up with a blast of
an artificial sun. "Boom, the light
went off, the lens cap went back on
and the dark slide back in, and
Elliot absolutely loved it!" Elliot,
far from being startled or scared,
said, "Let's do it again!"
It could have gone very much
the other way, but it didn't. Tuffin
went in and developed the plate.
As soon as he put it into the fix the
Mom burst into tears. "I've never
had anyone able to photograph
Elliot like that before."
The photograph is nondescript,
it's center frame. It's a safe image,
as if Tuffin were shooting with a
20x24 Polaroid, as Chuck Close
did, with all center of frame.
"I wanted to be sure I had it.
People look at it and have no idea
what went into the whole production, or how much I learned. It
put an end to the failures I had up
to that stage in trying to photograph a child with an intellectual
disability, but also with the experimentation of using flash with Wet
Plate and having it work. It was
the closing of a lot of doors that
needed to be closed, and it was
great.”
To watch a ten minute Skype
interview with Craig Tuffin, click
here. . ..
"As Faulty as We Are" are photographs of people if you saw
them you would immediately
identify them as not being in the
centerline of "the norm," whatever
that norm might be. They are of

and tell him they became a teacher
because of their experience of having him as their teacher.
He views his teaching in the
Australian school system and lecturing at universities and museums
as one of the most valuable opportunities he can have: to make a
difference in someone's life. What
he enjoys about teaching Historic
Processes is when he is teaching
photography he is teaching about
the past. He is talking about history
when he says, "This is how photogElliot and the Lucky Elephant
raphy started, now let's do it! Let's
©Craig Tuffin
do it in the same way. Rather than
people who would be visually disjust reading about it in books, let's
criminated against, whether lying
make one," Tuffin creates the
on the street high as a kite, or layopportunity for his students to be
ing down drunk after a big night,
hands on and to touch the source,
or children with disabilities that
and says this is where it all started.
attract attention, i.e., all those
Tuffin doesn't know where his
things where we visually discrimistudents want to go with photognate.
raphy, whether digital or not. He
Tuffin is adamant, for example,
knows, however, he gives them an
that there is nothing 'faulty' about
opportunity to have a taste of hisElliot at all. . . that he is perfect
tory. Those two things combine:
just as he is, but we are too quick
the opportunity to make a differto judge those that show 'different'
ence in someone's life, and the
behavior to what we perceive as
chance to have a taste of history.
‘normal'.
The subject matter doesn't make a
The photograph did not make
difference to someone who has a
Elliot something else. He is some- passion about shoe leather, and if
thing else. Tuffin simply gives us you have someone with the ability
the chance to see him in a different and the passion to teach you about
way, as Tuffin sees him.
shoe leather, that's an amazing
Of his career, Tuffin says teach- thing. So it's not shoe leather, it's
ing is an opportunity to change
photography and Tuffin thinks
lives. He's been doing it for 24
people should enjoy it.
years, and treasures those occasions when people come up to him

The original photographic processes depended on sunlight as the source of energy to properly expose the
image on silver (Daguerreotype,) on paper (the Calotype and the Salt Print,) on metal (the tintype,) and on
glass (the Ambrotype.) Sunlight, as a natural source of Ultraviolet, was essential to the success and production
of the earliest photographic prints, and remains integral to photographers’ efforts today as they continue to
work with Alternative Processes of all kinds.
But sunlight isn’t always available and is seldom dependable. While photographers on the Equator might
enjoy long hours of sunlight throughout the year, those of us farther north or south of the Equator have to
work within the available hours of usable sunlight, and are often wanting for more.
What’s the answer? Bud Wilson has designed, built and manufactures UV Light Boxes powerful and large
enough to expose a 16x20” print.
Check out our December Special below, then place your order now, before Midnight, January 1, 2015, and
enjoy free shipping to any place in
the Lower 48 United States.

WE’RE LOOKING FOR STORIES;
HOW ABOUT YOURS?
The Photographers’ Formulary newsletter goes out monthly to more
than 4,000 photographers world wide. It’s our way of publicizing the
Formulary and showcasing our talented customers and friends.
If you have a story, or you simply lust for fame and glory, then we’d
like to talk to you.
Here’s what to do:
1.Send us an email telling us about your work.
2.Answer a few questions about yourself and your work.
3.Select about 21 of your best photographs
4.
5.Format the photographs this way:
6.JPEG
7.96 dots per inch (dpi)
8.Medium resolution (5/10 )
9.5x7” in size
We are especially interested in those who work with the Alternative
Processes. If you make your own film, create your own negatives, or
print your work using one of the Alternative Processes you’ll go to the
front of the line.
But if you are simply an excellent photographer with beautiful images,
we’d still like to talk to you, even if you do shoot digital!
Send your note to: The Editor
We look forward to hearing from you,
Anthony Mournian, Editor
Formulary.editor@gmail.com

